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multi vendor marketplace extension comes with many features and
lots of extra modules. i especially love the price comparison feature in
this marketplace extension. it allows you to compare prices of products

from multiple vendors. review by:- nick cooleen multi vendor
marketplace extension is one of the best extension ever. it is a very

complex extension which makes your website live. this extension
comes with a very flexible pricing structure, and you can setup it in a
matter of minutes. review by:- shubham khandelwal this is the only
marketplace multi-vendor script you need. with this script, you can

create multi-vendor marketplace website. this script has many
extensions. you can install all extensions easily. there is one extension

for each section of your website like categories, products, orders,
customers, and payments etc. and the best part, if you want to have
any changes in your website, just update the extensions and you can
use all the extensions of your own website. there are two themes. the

first theme is default theme. it is easy to install and update. the second
one is responsive theme. this theme is more flexible than the default
theme. you can update the theme easily and it will look good in all
devices. there are two platforms. the first platform is for mac. the

second one is for windows. the third one is for linux. the fourth one is
for iphone. the fifth one is for ipad. the sixth one is for android. if you

want, you can also install a template. you will have all the features that
you want in your site.
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